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Information architecture (commonly known as IA) is pretty 
important. It’s the system and structure used to organize and 
label content on a website, in a mobile app or in a piece of 
software. IA is everywhere, and the difference between a good 
IA and a bad one is everything.

If you’ve ever found it frustrating to navigate a 
website, constantly clicking back and forth to find 
what you’re looking for, chances are  
a bad IA is to blame.

Big companies like Amazon, Apple, Google and 
countless others have spent millions of dollars and 
thousands of hours trying to perfect the IAs of 

their own products and services, all in a quest to 
get people where they need to go.

Needless to say, time spent refining the IA of your 
own (or your organizations’) website is time well-
spent – and that’s what this guide  
is all about. Here, we’re going to explore 
actionable ways to fix, refine and build better IAs.
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Benchmark your IA
This is the best place to start if you’ve got a 
website or app that you want to improve. By 
benchmarking your IA, you’ll be able to tell if any 
changes you make have a positive effect. Note 
that it’s good to get into a regular habit of testing 
your IA, in order to build up a holistic view of how 
your website is performing.

Put this tip into action: 

Upload your website structure to a tree testing 
tool like Treejack (follow our 101 guide) and you 
can get results back the same day. It’s helpful to 
think of each benchmark as a score to beat, as a 
way of tracking your improvements.

Find out where  
people get lost
Another tree testing tip, but this one is a little 
more specific. Using the Pietree functionality 
in Treejack, you can hone in on your website 
structure and identify the exact points where 
people get lost. The helpful thing about this 
functionality is that you can also see where 
they go instead. You may find that there’s a 
problem with the labels on your website.

Put this tip into action: 

Using Treejack again, upload your website 
structure and run your test. Once you’ve 
finished your test, head over to the Analysis 
tab and take a look at your Pietree. You can 
also use Chalkmark (our first-click testing 
tool) to work out where people click first.
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Optimize your  
landing pages
Landing pages, as we all know, are one of  
the best ways to improve website SEO, build  
a brand and drive traffic for various purposes. 
Understandably, optimizing these pages is  
quite important. By removing content that isn’t 
resonating or helping your audience, you can 
create much more effective landing pages. 

Put this tip into action: 

You can use a closed card sort to find out if a 
landing page contains redundant content.  
Let’s use the example of a web page for an ad 
campaign. You can ask your participants to sort 
cards (containing ad campaign links) based on 
how often they use them. You could compare this 
card sort data with analytics and see if people’s 
behavior and perception are aligned.

Reduce the bounce 
rates of certain 
sections of your 
website
Bounce rate can be a tricky metric to deal with, 
and it can be a thorn in the side of any marketers 
trying to create  effective landing pages. ‘Time on 
page’, ‘average views per visit’ and other metrics 
can all be used to show how valuable a particular 
page is. IA is just one angle which we can use  
to address the issue.

Put this tip into action: 

One reason people may visit a page on your 
website and ‘bounce’ out is that they simply can’t 
find what they’re looking for. Use the tree testing 
method outlined earlier to find out what’s causing 
them to leave.

Find out what 
actions people take 
across time
Building up a profile of what actions your 
customers take across time can be a useful set of 
data to own. This is especially the case when it 
comes to understanding seasonal habits, what 
products people buy when (and why) and more.

Put this tip into action: 

Set up a card sort with categories representing 
time. For example, ‘January to March’, ‘April to 
June’, ‘July to September’, and ‘October to 
December’. Once you’ve done that, send out your 
study and ask participants to sort activities into 
the time slots that they’re most likely to do them. 
This is a quick way to build up this type of data.
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Run periodic IA  
health checks
If you really want to be able to call yourself an 
information architect, getting into the habit of 
running regular IA health checks is essential. 
Instead of simply benchmarking an IA at the start 
of a project and running another test once you’ve 
made a few changes, make a point to regularly run 
tests on your IA to see how it’s performing. 
There’s nothing like catching issues early, and 
managers and stakeholders love metrics.

Put this tip into action: 

Running an IA health check is easy. Simply set up 
the test in Treejack and share the results with 
management. Then, pop a reminder in your 
calendar to regularly set up and run new tree tests

Benchmark the IA  
of your competition
Competitor analysis is one of the most important 
parts of being a researcher, marketer or product 
manager. In the age of websites, mobile apps and 
other digital products, this means you can get a bit 
more creative with your analysis of the 
competition. Did you know you can benchmark 
the IA of a competitor and then compare it with 
your own? In a similar vein to our point around IA 
health checks, you can share this comparison data 
with your leadership team.

Put this tip into action: 

Head over to Treejack and  
set up a study as you usually would. However, 
instead of inputting your own website tree, use a 
competitor's product, website or app. Then, run 
the study as usual. You’ll also want the results of 
your own tree test on hand to compare. 
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Test your mobile 
information 
architecture
Whether it’s a standalone app or a web-based 
version of your product or website, you can’t 
afford to neglect your mobile information 
architecture. Especially in developing parts of  
the world, mobile phones continue to grow as  
the primary way in which people interact with 
products, services and websites. Test your mobile 
IA to make sure people aren’t struggling to find 
what they’re looking for.they’re looking for.

Put this tip into action: 

Load up Treejack and create a tree based on  
your mobile app. Then, run the test as you usually 
would. You may also want to carry out other types 
of research (like usability testing) to ensure your 
mobile app is working as intended.

Destroy evil 
attractors in your 
tree
Ever heard of an evil attractor? These are labels  
in your IA that attract unjustified clicks across  
different tasks. Often, these labels use ambiguous 
phrases like ‘Resources’, ‘More’ or ‘Library’. 
 When users come across evil attractors, there’s  
a higher chance they’ll go down the wrong path.

Put this tip into action: 

You can start looking for evil attractors in the 
‘Destinations’ tab of your Treejack study results.  
The easiest ones to spot are those at the answer 
end of your tree (where participants ended up for  
each task). If we can look across tasks for similar 
wrong answers, then we can see which of these  
might be evil attractors.

3.
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IA in the age of  

the customer
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An information architect's work is never done. In 
the age of the customer, all digital products and 
services need to be constantly tested, updated 
and iterated upon to ensure they’re performing 
and delivering value. 

With so many powerful tools and methodologies 
available, there’s really no reason to let your 
website underperform.

If you want an IA toolkit (with a whole host of other 
research tools too) that’ll help you get to the 
bottom of issues with your website and build 
better experiences for all, try the Optimal 
Workshop platform of tools for free.

https://app.optimalworkshop.com/register?utm_source=pdf_download&utm_medium=guide&utm_campaign=actionable_ia
https://app.optimalworkshop.com/register?utm_source=pdf_download&utm_medium=guide&utm_campaign=actionable_ia


Get the right tools you need to build 
a successful research practice.

Try Optimal Workshop for free

www.optimalworkshop.com
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